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Abstract
This working paper is devoted to the analysis of current influences and future possible challenges which may
arise from the presence of ethnic minorities within States’ borders. The presence of ethnic minorities, as
well as their influence on the behaviour of States, both on internal politics as in foreign policy, is a
multidimensional issue and requires a multidisciplinary approach. However, even defining what is an ethnic
minority may result in tricky outcomes. Therefore, the best practice is to analyse the issue from different
perspectives and using more than one theoretical approach. Minorities are a specific concern since they can
strongly influence State-State relations and require special international attention because they can easily
became a cause of civil and interstate conflicts. Moreover, these kinds of conflicts easily internationalize.
Minorities, are a political issue but also a subject for International Law: their search for recognition and selfdetermination are of great attention because of the potential multidimensional implications as the risk of
secession. In a broader sense, minorities are also an interesting focal point for political philosophy which has
investigated the issue of multiculturalism and “social agonism”. Moreover, many of these ethnic minorities
are cross-borders minorities which is, as a matter of facts, a great question to deal with for governments and
for supranational organizations which may risk to interfere with the domestic domain of States. Even if the
issue of ethnic minorities influence on States behaviour in foreign policy is not largely included in recent
academic literature, it is regaining prestige because of the resurgent crisis caused by ethnic polarization as for
the Kurdish minority in Turkey, Iraq, Syria and Iran. Kurds will be the case study analysed in this working
paper along with the Turkish reaction toward the Iraqi referendum for regional autonomy and Kurdish
support in Syria against ISIS.
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Introduction
The influence of ethnic conflicts of foreign policy is a new theme for international studies, not often
approached in literature. For the most part, studies have been sectorial – anthropological, historical,
strategic – but only rarely they have been combined to produce a complete picture. The aim of this
dissertation is precisely to combine factors of different nature in order to advance an understanding
of how ethnic conflicts, which represent internal issues for countries, affect final strategies in
foreign policy, and as a case-study, how the Kurdish ethnic conflict influences regional and Turkish
foreign policy.
The research object can be identified in the Kurdish ethnic conflict whereof I will analyse the
causes, the development and the implications, while the research subject is related to the influence
which the Kurdish ethnic conflict has on Turkish strategies in foreign policy. The issue of the
influence of ethnic conflicts on foreign policy is of practical importance since those are the most
common contemporary kind of conflicts which are affecting the international community.
Understanding their implication, would be possible to stabilize restless regions of the World like
Middle East, and prevent further conflicts between States. In the specific case of Turkey, would be
possible to understand its current behaviour in foreign policy, for example during the Astana
negotiations or its reaction after the Iraqi referendum. It could also help to predict whether Turkey
will became more proactive in foreign actions and if it will be ever accepted in the European Union.
Turkey is a member of NATO and a neighbour of Russia, therefore its activities may have a serious
impact on these actors: being able to set a model to predict what requests or interest will enhance,
could be of crucial importance to be prepared and promptly respond. This dissertation therefore will
be of practical value not only for researchers but also for policy makers.
The theoretical base of this paper can be found in international law studies on minorities protection
and support of self-determination right. It also based on the analysis of Carolyn C. James and Özgür
Özdamar in their “Modelling Foreign Policy and Ethnic Conflict: Turkey's Policies Towards Syriaǁ
(Oxford Journal, Volume 5, Issue 1, 1 January 2009) and Peter F. Trumbore “Victims or
Aggressors? Ethno-Political Rebellion and Use of Force in Militarized Interstate Disputesǁ
(International Studies Quarterly Vol. 47, No. 2, Jun., 2003) which are the two main works of
reference on the argument.
The methods which will be employed are data analysis (statistics and modelling) for statisticalquantitative method; case studies among the qualitative methods and archival research, content
analysis and comparative-historical method among the possible mixed approaches.
The research questions I am proposing to answer to are two: “do ethnic conflicts, which are a matter
of internal politics, influence State’s foreign policy and its international relations with other States?”
and “are ethnic conflict making States affected by them more aggressive in foreign policy?”.

1. Minorities and ethnic conflicts
1 The concept of Minority and its protection in international law
Many international treaties and conventions entail the concept of ‘minority’, even if is still vague
and airy since it has sensitive political implications for States.
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To date “there is no binding and universally recognized legal definition of the concept of
minority1”, however this word call to mind the idea of a group of people who share common
ethnicity, beliefs, history and language, which differ from the majority, on a certain territory, in a
position of non-dominance. This idea has been brought back to the top by the definition included in
the report of the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of
Minorities released in 19852, and by the work of the UN Special Rapporteur Capotorti in his
explicative report3 on art. 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
This definition4 may seem comprehensive, defining five objective criteria to identify a minority,
but, at a careful analysis, it presents some unresolved questions: first, what does “non-dominant
position” mean and how and who can assess it with impartiality; second, how much the so called
“other-definition” has an impact on the recognition of a minority. For what concerns the first point,
there are not objective criteria to decide whether the members of a minority group are in a nondominant position5, neither exists a specific international body in charge to judge if the nondominant position occurs, nor a list of minorities which deserve international protection or
recognition6. Obviously, if civil and political rights are denied to the members of the minority, a
condition of non-dominance exists, however in some cases is much more difficult to decide since
some rights are guaranteed while others not, or the minority group enjoys a better economic status
than the majority. Regarding the second point, the issue is complex: while the members of a
minority perceive themselves as part of a peculiar group of people (self-awareness and selfdefinition), the State where they live may not recognize them as a whole. In this case, the States
may decide to not apply the protection guaranteed to the rights of minorities. Following this
reasoning we can affirm that a minority has not necessarily to be other-defined to exist, but has to
be other-defined – at least implicitly – in order to be entitled to the rights of minorities. States are
in any case obliged to recognize the presence of a minority on their territory, which means that they
may not respect minorities’ rights even if the minority, in practice, exists. Even if some scholars
pretended that positive action should come before the issue of a shared definition has been solved7,
there have been other definitions of minority which have acquired a certain importance during the
evolution of thought of the scientific and academic doctrine.
The evolution started after the first World War with the League of Nations8. The League of Nations
Covenant did not contain any article on Minorities however it provided for a specific petition

1 Francesco

Cianci, Sulla problematica assenza di una definizione giuridica vincolante e universalmente riconosciuta di
minoranza e sulle sue annesse implicazioni in diritto internazionale, Ricerche Sociali, 17, 2010, p. 10 [in Italian]
2 UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/31.para.181
3 Francesco Capotorti, Etude des droits des personnes appartenant aux minorités ethniques, religieuses et linguistiques,
New York, United Nations, 1979, p. 102 [in French]
4 As written by Capotorti: “[a minority is] A group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a State, in a nondominant position, whose members - being nationals of the State possess ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics
differing from those of the rest of the population and show, if only implicitly, a sense of solidarity, directed towards
preserving their culture, traditions, religion or language.”
5 F. Ermacora, The Protection of Minorities before the United Nations, 182 RCADI 1983-IV, p. 286 - 288, where he
supports that "...human rights standards demand a definition of minorities".
6 K. Koch, The International Community and forms of Intervention in the field of Minority Rights Protection, in I.M.
Cuthbertson and J. Leibowitz (Eds.), The new Europe’s old issue, Institute for EastWest studies, Prague, 1993, p.267
7 Hannum tries to neglect the issue of a common definition of minority by accepting that a "common sense" definition
would be sufficient, in H. Hannum, Contemporary Developments in the International Protection of the Rights of
Minorities, 66 Notre Dame LR 1431 , 1991.
8 Howard B. Calderwood, The Proposed Generalization of the Minorities Regime, 26 AM. POL. Sc. Rev. 1088 (1934)
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method before the Council by individuals and by representatives of minority groups9. The
Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) of the League of Nations issued that a minority is
“by tradition a group of persons living in a given country or locality having a race, religion,
language and traditions of their own and united by this identity of race, religion, language and
traditions in a sentiment of solidarity, with a view to preserving their traditions, maintaining their
form of worship, ensuring the instruction and upbringing of their children in accordance with the
spirit and traditions of their race and rendering mutual assistance to each other10”. This definition
represents the first official effort to identify the concept of minority. For long time it has remained
one of the most authoritative perspectives on the issue.
After the second World War with the creation of the United Nations, the issue of minorities’
protection has been demanded to the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities within the Commission on Human Rights. While the Sub-Commission
tried to put together a shared definition, the Commission often refused to deal with the problem,
trying to postpone it. Even the memorandum by the Secretary-General of the UN, issued in 1950,
titled "Definition and classification of minorities", had no influence in fostering the process11.
Only with the ICCPR something seemed to change and, in particular, special rapporteur
Capotorti’s definition gave fresh impetus to provide a definition. His research put together not only
academic opinions but also governmental points of view on a such delicate issue. Still, Capotorti’s
definition is not accepted as the official one to refer to, but it is taken into account just in the
framework of the interpretation of the ICCPR. However it represents a milestone in the defining
process. Jules Deschnes, on the request of the Sub-Commission, proposed his own definition stating
that one of the most important features of a minority is that it wants to achieve "equality with the
majority in fact and in law12”. What remarks here is that a simple ethnic, religious or linguistic
group become a minority when it consciously and actively chase a certain behaviour in order to
achieve equality both in practice and in law. Finally, the Declaration on the Rights of Persons
belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, avoided to deal with the issue
of definition, resulting in a general omission by the UN13.
Other organizations than the UN take charge of the issue: for example the Council of Europe
expressed a definition in article I of the Draft Additional Protocol on the rights of minorities to the
European Convention of Human Rights, as proposed by the Parliamentary Assembly14. Some
specific criteria to be a national minority are identified: a) residence on the territory of a certain
State, having the citizenship thereof, b) maintain long standing, firm and lasting ties with that State,
c) displaying distinctive ethnic, cultural, religious or linguistic characteristics, d) being sufficiently
representative, although smaller in number than the rest of the population of that State, e) being
motivated by a concern to preserve culture, traditions, religion or language". In the same pattern we
find the definition proposed by the European Commission for Democracy through Law – a nongovernmental consultative body of the Council of Europe – published for the European Convention
9 G.

Sacerdoti. New Developments in Group Consciousness and the International Protection of the Rights of Minorities,
13 Israel YHR 116 (1983), p.117
10 Greco-Bulgarian Communities case, PCIJ, Ser. B, No 17, 1930, p. 21
11 M. Shaw, The Definition of Minorities in International Law, in Y. Dinstein (Ed.): The Protection of Minorities and
Human Rights (Martinus Nijhoff, 1992), p.11
12 UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/3 1, para. 181
13 V. Grammatikas, The Definition of Minorities in International Law: A Problem Still Looking For A Solution,
Democritus, University, of Thrace, RHDI 52: 321 (1999) p.330
14 CoE A Doc. 6742 (19 January 1993)
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for the protection of Minorities15. These attempts have been little more successful than those of the
UN, however recent instruments regarding minorities protection16 still tend to avoid the issue of
definition to guarantee less objections and a wider applicability. Unfortunately, in this way,
applicability is still a matter of interpretation. States have always tried to keep the question of the
protection of minorities within the so-called “reserved domain”. Article 2 of the Charter of the
United Nations affirms that the UN cannot interfere in any matter which the States do not want to
submit to the international regulation. The Charter does not specify what matters are of States
exclusive competence, however, the jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice and postWorld War II policies, led to an evolution "in a liberal sense (of the concept), i.e. in favour of the
UN's competence17”. About the question of reserved domain the PCIJ had ruled that all matters in
which the State has assumed international obligations are subtracted from the reserved domain.
Opinion then confirmed by the IGC in 1950, and never denied until now18. In the Advisory Opinion
on the German settlers in Poland19 and in the Advisory Opinion on the acquisition of Polish
nationality20, the Court ruled in favour of a broad as possible interpretation: it was not necessary to
belong to a minority State in order to request the protection of the League of Nations. In another
Opinion21 the PCIJ established that existed a division between "minorities in a broad sense" that
were fully placed under the protection of the League of Nations, and "minorities in a strict sense"
that, instead, having the citizenship of a particular State, had the right, within the boundaries of this
State, to also take advantage of the equality of civil and political rights. On April 26, 1928 the Court
issued a judgement on the rights of minorities in Upper Silesia (minority schools)22, in which it was
finally sanctioned that minority rights and equality expressed in the treaties could be asserted by
anyone de facto belonging to a minority. In the UN framework23, Covenants and Declarations on
minority protection have been adopted but the main issue remains the lack of effective enforcement
and monitoring mechanisms, or the uncertainty of interpretation. This is the case of the
International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (announced in
1965 and entered into force in 1969), of art. 27 ICCPR of 1966, and of the accompanying UN
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The idea was to balance the need
for protection of minority rights, intended as rights of individuals belonging to a particular
community, and the desire of States to maintain the concept of State sovereignty undisputed and
untouched. This compromise was inappropriate to guarantee effective protection24. Even the
Authoritative General Comment on Article 27 adopted by the UN in 1994 could not resolve this
shortcoming. Same unsatisfactory formulation in the UN General Assembly Declaration on the

15 Art.

2 para. I CoE, CDL-MIN (93) 6 (22 February 1993)
For example the concluding Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of
CSCE
17 Benedetto Conforti, Le Nazioni Unite, Padova, 1986, p.146 [in Italian]
18 T Koivurova, 'The International Court of Justice and Peoples' , 9 International Community Law Review (2007) p.
157 et seq
19 CPJI, Publications, Colons allemands en Pologne n° 6 du 10/09/1923 [in French]
20 CPJI, Publications, Acquisition de la nationalité polonaise n° 7 du 15/09/1923 [in French]
21 CPJI, Publications, A/B n.44, Traitement des nationaux polonais et des autres personnes d’origine ou de langue
polonaise dans le territoire de Dantzig du 1932 [in French]
22 CPJI, Publications, A, n. 15, Droits de minorités en Haute-Silésie (écoles minoritaires), du 26/04/1928
23 Peter Hilpold, UN Standard-Setting in the Field of Minority Rights, 14 International J. Minority & Group Rts. 181,
183 (2007)
24 P. Thornberry, International Law and the Rights of Minorities, Oxford : Clarendon, 1991, p. 173
16
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Rights of Persons belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities25 (December
1992) which enhance the protection of the existence and the promotion of identity of minorities26.
Documents issued by CSCE/OCSE are, as the UN ones, referring more to political principles and
ethical commitments instead of being legally binding for States part. Protection of minorities is
considered essential to secure democracy and peace in Europe. The aim is to support States that,
while presenting a multicultural and pluralistic population, must, in any case, ensure equal rights for
all social segments of their population. In the Concluding Document of the Vienna meeting (Para.
XVIII and XIX) is remarked that cultural diversity enriches Europe and that the legal status of
minorities’ members must be strictly equal to that of the majority members27. In addition, the same
document has opened the doors to the so-called Human Dimension Mechanism, which, with the end
of the Cold War, had the chance to focus the attention on minorities. Specifically, the meeting of
June 1990 in Copenhagen explicitly enumerated the rights of “persons belonging to national
minorities”. In Art. 3 subsection 5, is even mention a certain right to establish “local or autonomous
administrations”. There will be references to this Document in the Charter of Paris (1990) and in
the final document of the follow-up summit in Helsinki (July 1992). It is with the Helsinki meeting
of 1992 that the High Commissioner for National Minorities is established, under the leadership of
the Senior Officials Committee and in cooperation with the Office for Democratic Institutions and
Human Rights (ODIHR). Its fundamental task is to initiate an "early warning" procedure in the case
of a suspected violation of human and minority rights, as well as to ensure a "timely action" or
"early action" that at its sole discretion judgment could cause conflicts in a certain area of OSCE
competence. The Moscow conference on the CSCE Human Dimension (October 1991) deepened
the Vienna mechanism, providing a set of procedures which allow much more control over member
states compliance minorities protection. Three possibilities were mentioned: a) a member state
could invite a commission of three rapporteurs to investigate any violation; b) a mission could be
sent on the territory of a participant state upon the request of six countries; c) in case of emergency
ten states can call for a mission of three rapporteurs to ‘establish facts’ in any CSCE state. Seems
that if any OSCE state refuse to accept the mission on its territory its OSCE membership could be
suspended28.
The major advantage in minorities protection has been taken by the CSCE Meeting of Experts on
National Minorities in Geneva (1991) which stated that “national minorities […] are matters of
legitimate international concern and consequently do not constitute exclusively an internal affair of
the respective state.29” Worth to note that are mentioned only national minorities in the tradition of
Helsinki Final Act of 1975. The Council of Europe has always been concerned with minorities
protection and minorities rights enhancement. In particular, the Council of Europe’s European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) art. 14 notices

25 UN

GA Res. 47/135, 18 Dec. 1992.
UN instruments which enhance minority rights protection, even if less specifically, include the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Jan. 12, 1951, 78 U.N.T.S. 277; UNESCO Convention
Against Discrimination in Education, Dec. 14, 1960,429 U.N.T.S. 93; Convention on the Rights of the Child, 20 Nov.
1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 43. and The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.157/23 (Jul 12,
1993).
27 Ronzitti, Le minoranze nel quadro della Conferenza sulla Sicurezza e la Cooperazione in Europa, Padova, 1991, p.
43 e ss. [in Italian]
28 Document of the Moscow meeting on the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE, Moscow, 10 Sep.-4 Oct.,
1991, para. 1-16
29 Report of the CSCE Meeting of Experts on National Minorities, Geneva, 19th July 1991, Section 2
26 Other
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that the enjoyment of minority rights has to ‘be secured without discrimination’30. Alleged
violations of the Convention may be brought before the European Court of Human Rights in
Strasbourg, whose rulings are binding. The Court can decide appropriate remedies for the State
which violated the Convention, and if the State fails to conform to the pronounce, it can be expelled
from the Council of Europe. The Council has tried to obtain another major success in the field of
making conventions binding for member states: in 1995, it opened to signatures the Framework
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, in order to make all CSCE/OCSE instruments
binding to the largest extend31. It was the first European instrument, truly multilateral, meant to be
legally-binding, however it still cannot be enforced since it fails in defining what is a minority32.
Finally, we can consider other instruments in international law which deal with the issue of
minorities. The most important one is the Chart of Algiers also known as the Universal Declaration
of the Rights of Peoples (1976). It is a non-governmental, not binding instrument, and it has been
written in a very informal context by experts and politicians to provide a synthesis of what was
produced until that moment on minority issue.
In many of the legal documents mentioned above there is a precise catalogue of rights reserved to
minorities. In defining these rights there are two prevailing approaches: first, the individualistic
protection, and second, States have to maintain both a negative (refrain from doing something) and
a positive (actively doing something) conduct.
For what concerns he first approach, one assumption is that minority rights are in contrast with the
aspiration of the international human rights law to safeguard universal human features. Being part
of a minority group is something few people share33 so, minority rights which deserve legal
protection are only those related with the common features of a universal human identity34. These
rights are namely freedom of expression, freedom of association, freedom of participation, and
equality before the law. Other rights such as the right to enjoy their own culture, to practice their
own religious spiritual exercises, and to use their own shared language are protected because of
universal value35. In Levy’s opinion, international law estimates minority protection, and is
concerned about it, not just because of universal value but especially because it mitigates "dangers
of violence, cruelty, and political humiliation [that] so often accompany ethnic pluralism and ethnic
politics.36" This idea has been much more successful in the European perspective. But it is crucial
even in NATO perspective: respect for people belonging to a minority is37 one of the criteria for
NATO membership. In any case, the formulation in official documents is always that of ‘persons
belonging to a minority’, which means that the enjoyment of the rights is primarily interpreted with
an individualistic approach. Fact which suggest a greater interest in individual, instead of collective,
dimension. This way of thinking creates an issue since some rights, as the right to spoke the
minority language, can be enjoyed only collectively. There would therefore be a compromise
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 4th Nov. 1950, in Collection
of International Instruments, pp. 274-290
31 Di Stasi, A., La Convenzione-quadro sulla protezione delle minoranze nazionali tra sistema universale e sistema
regionale, in Rivista Internazionale dei Diritti dell’Uomo, 2000
32 Rainer Hoffman, Protecting the Rights of National Minorities in Europe, 44 Ger. Yrbk. Int'l L. 23 7 (2001)
33 J. Donnelly, Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice 10 (2d ed., Cornell Univ. Press 2003)
34 Patrick Macklem, Minority rights in international law, 6 Int'l J. Const. L. n°.3-4 Oxford University Press and New
York University School of Law., pp. 531-552, (2008) p.534
35 Will Kymlicka, Multicultural Citizenship: A Liberal Theory Of Minority Rights (Oxford Univ. Press 1995)
36 Jacob T. Levy, The Multiculturalism Of Fear 12 (Oxford Univ. Press 2000)
37 NATO Transformed, NATO Public Diplomacy Division. Jun. 2004, at 21, available at www.nato.int/docu/natotrans/nato-trans-eng.pdf
30
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between the individual ownership and the collective exercise of the rights mentioned in the
documents. As Kelsen pointed out, minority rights protection is not just connected with universal
values but with the very idea of a just distribution of power and sovereignty in this world38,
therefore, minority rights can be considered as a tool to mitigate injustice39.
The other issue concerns the effective measures a state has to take in favour of minorities in order to
prevent discrimination and positively avoid a certain kind of assimilation40. The negative phrasing
of article 27 ICCPR, which states that members of a minority "shall not be denied the right” is
accompanied by positive actions art. 27 imposes upon states41. Moreover, The UN Sub-Commission
requested another study on "peaceful and constructive solutions to situations involving minorities”,
which highlighted the need for a comprehensive approach to positive enhancing of minority rights,
promoting participation in political life and encouraging pluralism. Other positive measures to
ensure protection of minorities are equal treatment and administrative decentralization to better
guarantee an equal status with the majority42, reject the idea of forced assimilation and promote
non-discriminatory behaviour43. Technically, from a procedural point of view, international
instruments only set limits to State intervention in forcing assimilation of ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities; however, in the logic of the evolving jurisprudence, norms in favour of people
belonging to minorities have to be re-interpreted toward more ‘positive’ actions44: States are
responsible for life conditions, right to embrace key claims to identity, economic self-sufficiency
and even environmental protection for minorities45. In the Declaration on the Rights of Persons
belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, approved by acclamation, it is
stated, in the Preamble, that the protection and promotion of cultural differences of minorities has
not only the purpose to establish peaceful relations between States and within them, but above all to
contribute to the development of the international society as a whole, thanks to a cultural
enrichment. States should undertake any measure to protect the different minority identities (Article
1) and to guarantee them the use of the mother tongue (art.2) and the effective participation in
political, economic and social life, both at central and regional level, allowing members of a
minority spread over several territories of different States, to establish contacts and relations with
the citizens of other States with whom they share cultural, ethnic or religious bonds (Article 2
paragraphs 3, 4, and 5). Article. 8 finally states clearly that any measures in favor of minority
groups do not constitute a violation of the equality enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights because equality cannot be defined as such if it is not also substantial (so-called positive
discrimination).

38 Hans Kelsen, On the Essence and Value of Democracy, in Weimar: A Jurisprudence Of Crisis 84,100 (Arthur J.
Jacobson & Bernard Schlink Eds., Univ. Cal. Press 2000)
39 Will Kymlicka, The Internationalization of Minority Rights, 6 Int'l J. Const. L. (I.CON) 1 (2008)
40 Martin Scheinin, The Right to Enjoy a Distinct Culture: Indigenous and Competing Uses of Land, in The
Jurisprudence Of Human Rights Law: A Comparative Interpretive Approach 159-222 (Theodore S. Odin, Allan Rosas
& Martin Scheinin Eds., Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akadeni Univ. 2000)
41 Ryszard Cholewinski, State Duty towards Ethnic Minorities: Positive or Negative? 10 Hum. RTS. Q. 344 (1988)
42 Astrid Eide, Study on Peaceful and Constructive Solutions to Situations Involving Minorities, U.N. Doc.
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/34, Add. 1-4
43 Tom Hadden, The United Nations Working Group on Minorities, 14 Int'l J. Minoriy & Group Rts. 285-97 (2007)
44 R.G. Wirsing, Dimensions of minority protection, in R.G. Wirsing (Ed.) Protection of ethnic minorities: comparative
perspectives, New York and Oxford: Pergamon (1981) p. 9 and P.L. van der Berghe, Protection of ethnic minorities: a
critical appraisal, in R.G. Wirsing (Ed.) op. cit., pp. 343-355
45 G. Pentassuglia, Evolving Protection of Minority Groups: Global Challenges and the Role of International
Jurisprudence, International Community Law Review 11 (2009) 185-218, p.206
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2 The issue of Self-Determination
Art. 1 of the ICCPR, as art. 1 para. 1 and art. 55 and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations, state
that ‘peoples’ are entitled with the right to self-determination46. Many other charters have been
written on the basis of this famous principle47 which has been recognized in the post-colonial period
practically in every official document related to minorities, indigenous peoples and ex-colonies.
However, if we stick to the words used to define the principle, only ‘peoples’, and not minorities,
are entitled to it. Cristescu, one of the special rapporteurs to the Sub-Commission tries to define the
idea of ‘people’ in the following way: a people is a) a social entity which possess a clear identity
and characteristics; b) being a people implies a relationship with a specific territory, without
considering if the people is currently living in another place, has been wrongfully expelled or has
been substituted with other populations48. The discriminant element between minorities and peoples
is then the idea of territory49. In this sense, the prevalent interpretation has been the one which
offered the right to self-determination to peoples inhabiting independent States50, to avoid the
difficult issue of secession and giving credit to the interpretation which combines self-determination
with territorial integrity51. Even the ICJ concluded that the right to self-determination is
consequence of the uti possidetis52. But, as Franck points out, the concept is inapplicable outside the
“decolonization agenda” and completely useless to assess other similar cases ( see the case of
Kurds)53. Another definition of ‘people’ has been given by Dinstein who emphasizes two elements:
the objective element given by the presence of a homogeneous ethnic group that shares a common
history; and the subjective element that pertains to the common vision of their identity that
individuals belonging to the aforementioned group share54. For what concerns the objective
element, the concepts of people and minority are overlapping, however the distinctive element is the
subjective one which refers to a shared political project for the future of the people55. Following this
suggestion, the characteristic feature of a people is its right to freely determine its political status
under any circumstances. Elaborating on the reasoning, Brownlie explains that recognition of
minority rights is the practical and internal state-level working of the concept of selfdetermination56. So, the transition from minority to people takes place when the minority group
matures the awareness of representing an autonomous entity, not subordinated to the majority and
K. Doehring, Self-Determination, in B. Simma (Ed.): The Charter of the United Nations: A Commentary (Oxford
University Press, 1995), pp. 57-72
47 See for example the African Charter on Human Rights and Rights of Peoples which underlines the principle in article
20 para. I
48 A. Cristescu, The Right to Self Determination: Historical and Current Development on the Basis of UN Instruments,
UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/404/Rev. 1, para. 279
49 C. Saladin, Self-Determination. Minority Rights and Constitutional Accommodation: The Example of the Czech and
Slovak Federal Republic, 13 Michigan JIL 175 (1991), pp. 175-176
50 R. Millerson, International Law, Rights and Politics: Developments in Eastern Europe and the CIS (LSE & Routledge.
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with a well-defined socio-cultural organization, having a precise political project aimed at the
affirmation of the right self-determination; this group also is aware of the link existing with the
territory in which it resides and has the ability to use its resources57. In this regard, the right to
exploit its own resources is guaranteed to peoples in art. 1 para. 2 of the ICCPR, while the right to
existence is stated in the Convention for the prevention and suppression of the crime of genocide.
Given that peoples are the subjects of the right to Self-Determination, we can now discuss what
self-determination is. Halperin sustains that self-determination is “entitling a people to choose its
political allegiance, to influence the political order under which it lies, and to preserve its cultural,
ethnic, historical or territorial identity.58”
A large number of mean can be used by peoples to secure their self-determination: classical is the
distinction between ‘internal self-determination’ and ‘external self-determination’. The first one
refers generally to internal affairs of a state, concerning the realization of a more democratic and
representative form of government. The ‘external self-determination’ refers to the relationship
between the people and he rest of the world. Does not matter if the people constitutes a nation or it
is a minority, this kind of self-determination regulates the interactions between the people and other
states, international organizations or other peoples residing in neighbouring countries59. Moreover,
some others kind of self-determination can be identify: ‘sub-State self-determination’ occurs when a
people within a pre-existing state tempts to break away and form a new State or to annex to another
state; ‘trans-state self-determination’ happens when a people spit on the territory of more than one
state tries to establish an independent states out of two or more hosting states – this is the case of
Kurdistan – and obviously is much more difficult as the number of states involved increases; then
‘anti-colonial’ and ‘indigenous people self-determination’ when peoples obtain independence from
colonial ruling; and finally, ‘representative self-determination’ when the people wants to remain a
part of the existing State but demands more representation in governing institutions.60
Another question concerns the ‘status’ of self-determination, if it is a principle, a right, or Ius
Cogens. Since the principle of self-determination is considered to be the foundation of peaceful
relations between states, it can be considered to be assumed under general international law. From
this it follows that rightly, the prevailing doctrine considers it as the object of a norm of ius cogens,
and therefore able to establish obligations erga omnes, simultaneous for all members of the
International Community61. If we assume that self-determination is a principle of ius cogens, its
violation consists in an international illicit. As stated in art. 19 para. 3 of the Draft Articles on the
Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts ("Draft Articles"), and beyond the
colonial domination, the article does not exclude that also other types of violation of the principle of
self-determination can qualify as serious violations. This also includes widespread and continuous
violations of rights of minority peoples. This wider interpretation of art. 19 was also reaffirmed by
the International Law Commission which worked on the Draft. The Declaration on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order62 and the Charter of Economic Rights and
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Duties of States63, have focused instead on the economic and social inequalities that some peoples,
to whom internal self-determination is denied, must undergo. According to the two instruments,
these disparities are detrimental to the progress of the whole international community and therefore
the first must be eliminated64. It seems that the right to self-determination finds its most recent
protection in the so-called rights of third generation.
The issue of self-determination bring us to the issue of recognition of group’s nationhood and their
possible right to statehood. For what concerns recognition of minority peoples whose right to selfdetermination has been acknowledge, there are four possible positions adopted by States65: 1)
constitutional recognition: which gives members constitutional protection and the enjoyment of a
special regime, aimed at the development collective of the minority community; 2) partial
recognition with specific ad hoc tools; 3) implicit recognition: implemented with laws and
regulations or with a policy of ‘not-doing’ as not to hinder the development of the minority; 4) nonrecognition: there is no judicial protection of minority rights and assimilation policies are practiced.
The question of recognition of nationhood is very problematic but of great political importance.
Minority peoples often aspire to create and reinforce their common past in order to give a legitimate
base to their sense of nationality66. This process generally called ‘Nation-building’ is the base on
which statehood is engrafted.
“Nation-building is the most common form of a process of collective identity formation with a view
to legitimizing public power within a given territory.67” Given that any nation needs its own ‘ethnic
core’ to flourish and prosper68, the question is whether distinct ethnic cores – one majoritarian and
the other minoritarian – are able to survive together on the same territory. Answers can be both
‘yes’ or ‘no’. If ‘minority nations’ have the chance to enjoy cultural rights, political representation,
or even a certain degree of home rule, generally they are able to co-exist with the majority; on the
other side, if policies of denial, assimilation, planned destruction of minority identity, until the
physical elimination of the members, are put in place, then the minority may want to secede in order
to obtain its own State. In fact, a minority might be not willing to achieve its own statehood, but it
always aim to protect its very existence and interests. To rephrase Smith’s words, nationalism –
intended as the will to preserve national identity when in danger – gives a political direction to the
choices of ethnic minorities69. An effective nation-building process may materialize in the
foundation of a state structure. State structure, to be created or re-created, capable to deliver public
services and goods, on a specific territory, is the primarily thing to have to initiate the process of
State-building70. State-building becomes concrete when the monopoly of the use of force is
completely detained by the State structure which does not need to use coercion to enforce collective
63 GA
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power71. Today, however, the very legitimacy of power is “the people” which is the liaison between
the government and the population, sharing together the sense of being a ‘nation’. Is in this way that
the process of nation-building is preceding and, at the same time, complementary to the Statebuilding process72. Rarely, State-building process could be successful if Nation-building has not
been completed73.
Three main advantages derive from this way of action: first of all, it is possible to maintain a certain
correlation with old traditions existing on the territory and to work with traditional laws,
minimizing minorities’ resentment; secondly, the process will involve all the social components
both in constructing and keeping peace as structural actors and ultimate beneficiaries; thirdly,
especially in divided countries, where there is a strong presence of minority groups or tribal units,
this scheme would guarantee a minimum degree of constitutional politics expressed in the form of
collective rights and federal administrations, where any group has its competencies, its right to vote
and an effective worth in taking decisions74. In Kymlicka’s opinion, minorities are entitled of
special representation rights and self-government rights to protect their existence and to enjoy
equality with the majority75. In a nutshell, Kymlicka proposes to ensure ‘external protection’ for
minority rights and to reduce ‘internal restrictions’ in accessing relevant political positions. Social
unity, in fact, is a necessity achievable only through minimal demands which include special
minority rights. Taylor focuses his analysis on the concept of “due recognition” which any minority
deserves to survive. Since the survival of a specific endangered culture is a priority, equal treatment
and fairness take the form of special rights enjoyed by minority groups76. Finally, Barry relies on
the idea of “disadvantaged position” of minority groups which, in this case, have to be protected
granting them special temporary rights. What is indispensable, is that these special temporary rights
have to be negotiated within liberal-democratic institutions77. In order to promote a strong process
of Nation-building, three main concepts need to be shared between the majority and the minority:
they have to share the same idea of ‘common good’; each other interests have to enjoy same level of
protection; minority members should have the chance to expose their opinion. Together, these
criteria represent the base of the so-called “civic nationality”78.
3 When protection fails: ethnic conflicts in International Relations
We have already mentioned the legal framework around the issue of Self-determination and
minority protection and we have also presented how the same legal framework is at the very base of
Nation-building and State-building processes. The question is now what happens when this legal
framework remains unattended and who, and may be why, is entitled to the use of force in
71 M. Canovan, Sleeping Dogs, Prowling Cats, and Soaring Doves: Three Paradoxes of Nationhood, in: M. Seymour
(Ed.), The Fate of the Nation-State, 2004, p. 19 et seq
72 D. Beetham, The Legitimation of Power, 1991, (1st ed., Palgrave: Macmillan Education UK), pp. 64-99
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1966), pp. 35-36
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defending its own position. Moreover international actors, for the sake of international peace and
order, perceive themselves as authorized to intervene in those situations where there is no clear
State-power or where “illegal” armed groups have taken the stage. The rising of non-state actors
complicates the scenario.
First of all we necessitate to reach a common understanding of what is an ethnic conflict.
Unfortunately there is not a unique or approved by all scholars definition of ethnic conflict, and
there is not a categorization of the various forms of ethnic conflicts based on an exhaustive list of
features79. We assume as right the definition given by Brown: “By internal conflict, we mean
violent or potentially violent political disputes whose origin can be traced primarily to domestic
rather than systemic factors and where armed violence takes place or threatens to take place
primarily within the borders of a single state. Examples include violent power struggles involving
civilian or military leaders; armed ethnic conflicts and secessionist campaigns; challenges by
criminal organizations to state sovereignty; armed ideological struggles and revolutions80”. Armed
ethnic conflicts and secessionist campaigns are therefore a sub-group of the macro-theme of internal
conflicts. Also, “ethnic conflict means any form of civil confrontation on the domestic and intrastate levels in which at least one of the parties is organized on an ethnic basis or acts on behalf of
an ethnic group81”. To further restrict the field of analysis, we concentrate on the situation when
one of the two different ethnic sides is the legitimate government82, there is effective resistance on
both sides and the number of casualties is at least 1000 (some scholars specify per year of conflict).
In this case it is possible to talk about civil ethnic conflicts. But the category of civil ethnic
conflicts is still heterogeneous and needs a further classification. Civil ethnic conflicts are
“dynamically changing socio-political situations, generated by the rejection of the previously
established status quo.83” Many scholars attribute the cause of internal ethnic conflicts to ‘ancient
ethnic hatreds’, ‘grievances’ and ‘age-old animosities84’. However, this kind of explanation cannot
be sufficient to address why some ethnic conflicts are more violent or longer than others, or why
some ethnic minorities are more prone to conflict while others never employed violence85.
The general assumption is that minorities are more conflict prone when they perceive unfair
impositions of the national interests on them. The widespread approach to conflict causes is
materialistic in the essence. Causes are defined as ‘objective’ in all fields – economic, cultural,
ideological, – and explanations derived from socio-structural relations are quite rare86.
Brown reassumes four main clusters which can trigger a conflict87: weakness of States is manifested
when they are unable to provide essential services and good to all social groups on their territory.
Ethnic geography refers to the fact that the presence of geographically concentrated ethnic
79 Errol A. Henderson, Culture or Contiguity: Ethnic Conflict, the Similarity of States, and the Onset of War, 18201989, The Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 41, No. 5 (Oct., 1997), pp. 649-668, p. 654
80 M. E. Brown, The International Dimensions of Internal Conflict, (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996), p. 1
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(Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Mass., 2005), p. 3
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постсоветских государствах. Ред.: Олкотт М., Тишков В., Малашенко А.М., (Московский Центр Карнеги,
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minorities may lead to more ethnic violence88 since mobilization measures are much more evident
and the fronts are easy to determine89. Political factors are pretty much self-explanatory:
discrimination, nationalism and political exclusion are always a cause of tensions even in nonethnic contexts. Political exclusion is particularly dangerous since it violates the nationalist
foundation of the modern State which entails people to self-rule themselves90. However inter-group
politics and elites activities in the form of ethnic bashing and scapegoating are specific causes of
ethnic violence and they can certainly aggravate pre-existing inter-community hatreds91. For what
concerns cultural factors, the first one is about ‘cultural violence’ which can be employed to justify
other forms of violence92. Assimilation processes are just an example of how the dominant part may
decide to completely eliminate any reference to minority culture. The turbulent history on the other
side, is the explanation popularized by Kaplan and know with the appellative of “ancient hatreds”.
In this case, everything is highly symbolized and charged with massive amount of emotion: myth
and narrative become more important than reality itself and grievances came back to light93.
To conclude, socio-economic factors are related with economic issues such as inflation,
unemployment and resources competition especially when the level of modernization and
productivity of the economy is not high enough to sustain the whole population94. Moreover, even if
the overall performance of the economy improves, but the iniquities among groups increase, social
tensions may arise. When the more disadvantaged group coincides with an ethnic minority then the
cleavages tent to aggravate. Sometimes the government may decide to expropriate particular
groups residing on a naturally rich portion of territory or to neglect them the usage of their own
natural resources: both are examples of discriminatory economic policies.
Generally, when we speak about conflict, we refer to groups pursuing different and incompatible
goals95. These goals of ethnic minority are often related with political discourse in different fields
(ethnopolitics)96, which can be divided in three main branches: economic requests, cultural requests
and territorial requests. Additionally, the request for more power, influence or resources is often
guided by elites which intend the negotiation as a zero-sum game97. Inevitably, compromise
becomes difficult to be achieved98.
Given the complexity of the actors involved, the heterogeneity of the scopes, and of the determinant
causes, ethnic conflicts are generally ‘intense’ and ‘permeative’99 which means that the longer they
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last the harder they become. Violence during ethnic conflicts can assume many forms: from
genocides, ethnic cleansing and pogroms, to the rising of terroristic attacks. These are obviously
hard forms of fighting, but they can be accompanied by less organized and less violent kinds of
practices which are forms of ethnic violence as well100. In scholar studies political violence, or
violence more in general, has almost always be considered as a degree of conflict instead of a
separate issue101. Political violence may come from the government in the form of harassment,
surveillance/spying, bans, arrests, torture, and mass killing102 and may be perpetrated by both
military and civil agents of the State. While minorities recur to violence with the scope of survival,
rulers become willing to accept the expensive costs of violence employment when they perceive the
situation being threatening and dangerous for their staying in power103. In the long run, political
violence may end up with greater mobilization104 especially if it involves pacific protesters and it is
indiscriminately affecting a whole community instead of violent dissidents105.
According to the principles of International Law, it is forbidden for a government to resort to force
to frustrate the aspirations of a fighting people for self-determination. From the effective
recognition, by the Community of States, of the right to self-determination, descends, in fact, that
there is a general commitment of the International Community to not prevent people to achieve selfdetermination106. In practice, norms about the prohibition of the use of force, especially after 9/11,
are applied on a case-by-case base, and not always in the same way. The issue has seen a
proliferation of ‘emergency laws’ and ‘special laws’ which are repressive in nature and difficult to
dismantle since they are part of the internal legislation of a State107.
The United Nations, on the one hand have always condemned the use of force, but on the other
hand have tried to legitimize the recourse to it by the people victim of serious oppression. In any
case, the use of force by a people is justified only in cases of extreme necessity (exempt of the
unlawful act per se), and only if it is used as a last resort, i.e. if it proves that any other way to selfdetermination has been foreclosed. The use of force by the people has been called "resistance". The
denomination of resistance has been used for the first time in the Declaration on friendly relations
between States at the beginning of V par. 5: “In their actions against, and resistance to, such
forcible action which deprives people of their right to self-determination in pursuit of the exercise
of their right to self-determination, such people are entitled to seek and receive support in
accordance with the purposes and principles of the Charter”. Unfortunately, if the people is not
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able to express a legitimate group of peoples organized in a Movement of National Liberation,
international law may not recognize to it the right to use force.
International law qualifies the self-determination struggles as liberation wars, excluding them from
the exclusive competences of the State. Although the art.1 par. 4 of the Additional Protocol to the
Geneva Convention of 1949 explicitly lists among the legitimate reasons for recourse to the use of
force by the people only colonial domination and foreign domination, following the logic of a more
general interpretation of the principle of self-determination, it seems right to add, among the reasons
for the use of force by the minority group, the oppression operated by the government of its own
state108. Therefore, since the struggles for self-determination is compared to those of national
liberation, the third states are no longer bound to neutrality towards the people in struggle, but they
can intervene to help them. Any assistance requested and provided by third States to a people
fighting for self-determination can never be substantiated in armed intervention. States can help
with measures of a political and economic nature, but cannot go beyond the limit of direct or
indirect use of armed force against the State that does not respect the right of self-determination.
Today this concept has evolved thank to the R2P – responsibility to protect – doctrine. The fact is
that humanitarian intervention was designed to protect minorities while giving them some power109,
however, the effect has been that of a normal insurance: minorities developed perverse incentives to
use violence and take higher risks trying to trigger the international intervention110. Moreover States
tend to put under the umbrella of the humanitarian intervention many military and violent
operations, defined as chances to bring support to people oppressed, which have little or nothing to
do with real minority protection. Third parties often intervenes not because they are seriously
concerned about minority security, they do it because the minority can be used as an allay against a
common enemy111.
The last issue we want to examine in the context of framing is the internationalization of ethnic
conflicts. Ethnic conflicts, when the ethnic minority under analysis is not confined within the border
of a single State, are generally internationalized. That for two reasons: the first one is because
endangered minority may seek support from people of the same community leaving beyond the
borders of neighbouring states; the second one is because international actors may pretend to
intervene. In the first case is possible to talk about ‘trans-state’ ethnic conflicts112. These conflicts
have always a regional impact since the spill-over process is quite inevitable113. While in the past
decades ethnic conflicts were primarily seen as domestic issues, today is clear that their
international dimension has to be taken into account114. They have become naturally interconnected
with foreign intervention and regional approaches and is also evident that the action of a single
actor may affect the behaviour of all the other States involved in the crisis.
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Internationalization of ethnic conflicts happens when States are not compliant with the international
system of minority treatment115 therefore minorities seek support from external actors.
Internationalization may be horizontal, involving linked ethnic community residing in different
countries, or vertical, culminating in a interstate war116. Horizontal internationalization occurs when
an ethnic change in a States directly affects the ethnic balance of power in neighbouring States i.e.
trough ethnic diasporas or massive flow of refugees. It also may occur through information flows
broadcasted by transnational ethnic media, pushing people in a country to make stronger demands
to the government117. This ‘demonstration effect’ may be achieved also trough international fora to
shape international attention on the issue and contextually mine the reputation of the territorial
State. The same for the creation of ethnic leadership pools in third countries, not even in the
region118. While horizontal escalation might be spontaneous, vertical transmission is a consequence
of a set of deliberate actions from the State. We are referring not just to military activities but also
to a wide range of state-to-state actions in economic and political fields.
Vertical transmission is a dynamic process which can be divided in phases: 1) there is no open
conflict but the issue of ethnicity becomes relevant; 2) a “triggering cause” generates the condition
for conflict; 3) there is a peak-point conducing to a full-scale crisis among states; 4) a de-escalation
phase and 5) the conclusion of the conflict which can result in a transformation of the crisis or in a
final resolution119. This kind of escalation is characterized by a periodical fluctuation of violence
with periods of outbreak alternate to periods of relative peace120. During periods of peace, parties
may try to reduce the conflict to low-intensity, enhancing diplomatic efforts121.
When internationalization occurs, State elites seek to maximize their compliance with domestic
requests, while minimizing international reverberation122. Unfortunately, this is not always possible:
the larger is the number of actors involved, the faster the conflict will expand, becoming more
difficult to manage123.
To make the theoretical framework presented in this chapter more concrete, we will analyze the
internationalization of the ethnic conflict involving the Kurds and the implications that it has in
recent international relations between the countries of the region and specifically on the
development of current Turkish foreign policy.
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2. Implications of ethnic conflicts on foreign policy: the case of Kurds.
The relevance which the Kurdish issue has had – and it is still having – on the foreign policy of
States hosting Kurdish minorities cannot be denied. From centuries, since the Kurdish question is
born, it is complexly affecting the way States relate one with the other in an already very difficult
region, such as the Middle East. Is therefore relevant to reconstruct how the Kurdish question has
internationalized becoming a trans-state ethnic conflict.
2.1 Internationalization of ethnic conflicts: the Kurdish issue as a trans-state ethnic conflict
Today, Kurds are numbered around 24-27 million people living in the whole region of the Middle
East124. However there are not precise censuses. The majority of Kurdish people lives in Turkey
where they constitute around the 23% of the population and inhabits around the 35% of the national
territory125. Kurds live also in Iraq, Iran, Syria – mainly along the Turkish frontier –, in the exSoviet Republic, such as Armenia and Azerbaijan, and small communities are diffused even in
Europe. Since the beginning, Kurds always struggled with the owners of the lands they inhabited.
From the Ottomans to modern rulers, every government tried to achieve control over their territory.
However Kurds never abandoned the idea to fight in order to make their ancestral land a modern,
fully recognized, state. Unfortunately, Kurds acquired the sense of being a unified community only
recently although they never abandoned their tribal origin and division126. Tribal confederations or
clans still exist and constitute a structural part of the Kurdish society. After 1918 this tribal structure
became less rigid in favour of a more modern conception of statehood. However tribes survived in
peripheral zones where States have not been able to obtain the full control.
Solidarity exists between members of the Kurdish community even if Kurds speak different dialect
written in different alphabets (Cyrillic in ex-Soviet countries, Latin in Turkey, Persian in Iraq and
Iran and Arabic in Syria) and practice different religions, form the Sunni Islam – shared by the most
– to the Alevi cult which can be positioned on the extreme edge of Shia Islam. Without forgetting
Yazidis and Zoroastrians who moved to Russia to avoid Islamic persecution.
The largest majority of Kurdish people, untouched by modernity, still lives on the mountain with
which they perceive a mystical bound. The territory which is theoretically part of “Kurdistan” is
very rich in raw materials, precious gems, hydrocarbons and water. Moreover it is very productive
for agriculture and widely used for stockbreeding. The term “Kurdistan” was used for the first time
to design a geographic area by the Saljuqs. Then this concept grew as the Kurds started moving in
the outwards. In ancient times until the end of the First World War, Kurdistan borders were not a
crucial matter of discussion; then, with the constantly growing need for oil, gas and water, no
governments were willing to renounce to such a rich territory. Therefore frontiers have become a
major issue for the Kurds only recently, with the new consciousness of Kurdish people that they
have the right to exploit their own natural resources to become a fully-fledged State127.
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2.2 The Kurdish issue and regional foreign policy response
After the partition of Ottoman Empire the destiny of Kurds depended on the place where they were
located. Of course Turkey represented the centre of gravity of all Kurdish requests and therefore the
true protagonist of all regional and international policies on the matter.
2.3 The Kurdish issue and the International foreign policy response
The Kurdish has not affected just regional players, but it has been a serious lever to cause States
hosting a Kurdish minority do what another State wants. None in fact can take not seriously the
menace of a civil war and therefore Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Syria have been prone to external
intervention more than other actors in the region. The most involved foreign interventionists have
been the United States, Russia and the European Union, especially for Turkey.
The United States never get really interested in Kurds until recently. The US was convinced that
“saving” Kurds from atrocities perpetrated by hosting States would have been too expensive for
American resources in comparison with the gains. However was undeniable that Kurds were a
fundamental pawn in the Middle East game128.
Self-determination of Kurds has never been a priority for the US: even if the US has been in some
way the paladin of the right to self-determination for all peoples in third-World, their foreign policy
has been guided exclusively by the concept of “self-interest” and therefore causes to pursue and
rights to guarantee have been chosen following this criteria129. US intervention in Iraqi-Kurdish war
was made within this scheme, aiming at influencing Iraqi foreign and domestic politics than
protecting self-determination right130; moreover the US felt also the necessity to counter Soviet
appeal over Middle Eastern minorities such as Kurds and Armenians131. Recently, US foreign
policy has been characterized be the same disillusioned pragmatism: according to Fuad Hussein
opinion, the US did not realized immediately which was Kurdish potential in countering ISIS132 but
it has suddenly understood that they could be exploited. While the US was deeply involved in Iraq
and Syria they took advantage of the support provided by Kurds but never actively took side to
protect Kurdish interests: instead, the US sacrificed them since Kurds represented for the US just a
prolonged issue from the times of Cold War133. The US forgot that Kurds, who were fighting
against ISIS so strongly and efficiently but a high rate of losses, might ask something in return.
Independence for Kurds will be the only acceptable payment. Meanwhile, the US support for Syrian
Kurds has destabilized its relationship with Turkey, cracking the good functioning of NATO
activities in Syria. Moreover the US would have risked direct confrontation with Turkey if had
continued to support YPG in Syria.
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What is more likely to happen is that the US will find in their hands a “new Israel-like” situation,
unmanageable and disruptive134.
From the partition of Ottoman Empire and even before – as expressed in the previous chapters –,
Russia has maintained a dual position toward Kurds: on one side she provided for help and support,
while on the other never hesitated to abandon them when they were no more useful for the pursued
cause135. In recent times, when Turkey shot down a Russian airplane in November 2015, Russia
used the presence of Kurds against Turkey. Russia opened a representative office of the Kurdish
militia (PYD) in Moscow and started to demonstrate a growing interest for Kurdish aspiration in
Northern Syria136. However, once relations between the two countries were normalized, Moscow
corrected its position to help the Turkish side eliminate the threat of Kurdish militias on its southern
border.Russia ideologically supported the expansion of the political, economic, social and
administrative powers of the Kurds, in the form of federalism, as reflected in the draft constitution
prepared by Russia for Syria and in other initiatives, such as the holding of the "Congress of the
Peoples of Syria". However, this did not prevent Russia from not only threatening the "Syrian
Democratic Forces", which include the vast majority of Kurdish militias (YPG), but even
sometimes bomb them. The referendum for independence in Iraqi Kurdistan showed with more
clarity the duality of Russia's position: Moscow made a statement supporting the territorial integrity
of Iraq, but at the same time stressed the importance of respecting the national aspirations of the
Kurdish people. Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs Sergei Lavrov called on the Kurds to cooperate
with the central government, but stated that he understands the aspirations of the Kurdish people
with regard to strengthening their identity and self-awareness137. He also refused to close the
Russian consulate in Erbil or to slacken Russia's economic relations with the Iraqi Kurdistan.
With the decline of the United States in the Middle East and the growing role of Russia in recent
times, relations with minorities are of particular importance in Russian foreign policy. Moscow
seeks to use Kurds in the light of the struggle for the influence in Iraq and Syria. In this regard, the
relations between Russia and the Kurds are not limited to political aspects but are also strong in the
economic and development fields, especially for what concerns energetic aspect. Of course the
security issue remains a priority, and in this light Kurds can be used as a Trojan horse by Russia to
became part of the negotiations in Middle East and shape the sorts of the region138.
Approach of the European Union toward Kurds is no exception: while condemning on one side
every abuse suffered by Kurds, on the other the EU is not a champion of their rights. When the
necessity to control flow of refugees from Middle East become urgent, the EU signed the deal with
Turkey, closing both eyes on human rights violations and the living conditions of Kurds in the
south-east139. EU also used the issue of Kurds to slow down Turkey’s accession process when it
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had no other means, de facto manipulating the sufferings of a people. Despite the constitutional
opening operated by the AKP, in Turkey there is still the New Anti-Terrorism Law (TMY) which
allows torture and heavy restriction over Kurds arbitrarily accused of terrorism140. Obviously, to
maintain a certain dignity, the EU cannot accept a country where human rights are so
endangered141.
When the president of Iraqi Kurdistan announced the independence referendum in September, the
EU was very cautious: it admitted the importance of Kurds for the good functioning of the whole
country, for the fighting against ISIS and for the support given to the internally displaced people in
Iraq, but also strongly reaffirmed the necessity for cooperation and unity of the State142.
If it never openly opposed the referendum, Europe was concerned for the stability of the region and
possible new tensions in neighbouring countries where Kurds may had decided to violently enhance
their rights. Unfortunately, Europe is still victim of its internal divisions: for this reason it has never
had a single foreign policy approach toward Kurds (and toward any other issue), but has been held
hostage of the foreign policy approach of each member State. This of course has not permitted to
Europe to play a decisive role in addressing the Kurdish issue.
For what concerns the United Nations, they have been absolutely ineffective in preventing
humanitarian crisis and sufferings; instead they have only showed the capacity to assess the
existence of a Kurdish issue in official documents. Kurds have no status within the Organization
since the States where they live have always kept them away143. The UN started to seriously worry
about Kurds after 1991. The first resolution issued was the number 620 (26th August 1988) to
condemn the use of chemical weapons by Iraqi government. Then resolution 688 – much more
famous – issued after the massacre caused by Anfal campaign was used by the US to justify their
presence in Northern Iraq. Other resolutions were aiming at improving Kurds’ living conditions in
the north but never explicitly recognized their right to self-determination and statehood. In 2011 the
UN officially recognized the crime of genocide against Kurds according to Genocide Convention of
1948144. Finally, when Kurdish referendum happened, the UN took a neutral position145.

3. Kurdish minority and Turkish foreign policy
Until now we have explained what is an ethnic conflict, why the Kurdish issue may be considered
as a trans-state ethnic conflict and how it has affected the relations between regional and
international players. Now we want to focus on a specific regional actor – Turkey – since its role is
increasingly determinant on the global stage. Moreover the Kurdish presence has conditioned
Turkish internal and foreign policy more than any other country and therefore represents a valuable
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example of the influence of ethnic conflicts in shaping State’s policies. In the case of Turkey,
conflict with Kurds become a significant component of Turkish foreign policy, influencing issues
from EU membership or economic revenues to oil transportation in the Caspian region. Is therefore
necessary to analyse Turkish foreign policy in details to understand the real influence that the
Kurdish issue has had, and is having, on it.
3.1 Turkey’s foreign relations with neighbouring countries hosting Kurdish minorities
During AKP leadership, Turkish foreign policy has been characterized by two main concepts: the
prioritization of maximum integration with international partners and maximum cooperation with
regional neighbours146.
In the changing global context, Turkey proposed in 2006 its new foreign policy concept under the
name of “Strategic depth147”. Davutoğlu presented Turkey as the natural descendant of the
Ottoman Empire with such strong connections in the Middle East, Caucasus and the Balkans which
would be inevitable for Turkey to be the main player even if it is just a middle-power148. The idea of
maintaining regional balance to counterweight Western presence was at the fundamental.
The Zero Problem Policy (ZPP) is of these times. That kind of approach completely overwrote the
past Kemalist tradition in favour of more dynamism and flexibility. Multidimensional diplomacy –
which connects politics, economy, energy security and defence – has been the centre of the new
Turkish strategy149. In this context the choice of Turkey to host NATO and US facilities within the
“extended deterrence” system, have somehow weakened Turkish bilateral agreements with its
neighbours150. When the US entered Iraq in 2003, Turkey distanced itself from US interventionism
and pursued the idea of “strategic autonomy” to detach its relations with regional actors from
mainstream western policy151. An example has been the critic against Israel position on Iranian
nuclear program as well as the new partnership with the Middle East instead that with the West.
Finally Turkey tried to deepen its ties with the Arab world inaugurating a period of “regional
integration” in order to collectively manage each main issue.
Arab spring in 2011 occurred in an environment characterized by dual perceptions: on a side
Turkey welcomed them and tried to pose itself as the model to aspire to152, on the other these
revolutions completely destabilized Turkish surroundings and cracked its order constructed with
difficulty. The situation caused a serious change in Turkish relations with Iran, Iraq and Syria at
regional level, but also with the US and Russia at the international153.
Turkey has understood that to obtain security and peace issue has to be discussed regionally. The
first example of this approach is Turkish involvement in peace talks to conclude the bloody Syrian
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civil war. The same could be said for the regional approach proposed to solve Kurdish issue, a
strategy which consented a rapprochement with Iraq154. At the same time Turkey was encouraged
to take democratic openings and constitutional reforms by the European Union which had promised
the accession in return.
AKP has an instrumentalist approach to the Kurdish issue: it assessed that the Kurdish issue,
especially in the form of PKK struggle, has always been a constant factor shaping Turkish foreign
policy155. As a result of the hard-line decided to counter PKK actions in 1999, Turkish foreign
policy in the region become more assertive: the first focus was Northern Iraq. Turkey conducted
more than one massive military operation in Northern region of Iraq to dismantle PKK militias
which had found a safe haven there. Of course this activity crushed with US intentions to organize
a strong armed opposition against Saddam Hussein. At the same time Turkey was offering its
territory to set NATO basis hosting mainly British and American soldiers involved in operation
Provide Comfort. Relations with Iran and Syria suffered for the same reason: Turkey in fact accused
both of them to support and supply PKK militants harboured there. Obviously the two countries
rejected the accuses. A little improvement happened with the formation of the “Neighbourhood
Forum” wanted by Turkish government156. With the European Union the situation was also
confused. Even if Europe condemned violence of the PKK it used the Kurdish rights’ violation
operated by Turkey as an excuse to procrastinate Turkey’s accession157. Moreover the European
Parliament and the Commission issued reports where they were recognizing Kurds’ right to selfdetermination158.
The relation with the US was less ambiguous: they precisely distinguished between PKK, listed
among terrorist organizations, and Kurdish civilians. The US strongly condemned Turkish use of
violence against Kurdish civilians and for this reason retarded to provide new arms to Turkish
army159. However US to priority was to maintain Turkish orientation pro-West and therefore rarely
contradicted Turkish actions160. Despite its interest in the Caucasus, Turkey also feared that Russia
could use the Kurdish issue against Turkey, if Turkey would have taken position over the Chechen
struggle. For this reason Turkey defined the Chechen issue as an internal one for Russia and never
intervened161.
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3.2 The current Turkish foreign policy and the war in Syria.
Despite the continued presence of the Kurdish issue in the foreign policy agenda of Turkey, is with
the escalation of the civil war in Syria that Kurds become a real priority in Turkish foreign action.
Turkish felt endangered by Syrian Kurds gaining momentum and therefore took action to restore
Turkish interests. The peace process with the PKK broke when PYD successes in Syria started to
encourage PKK to take stronger actions to achieve autonomy162. Turkey’s military intervention
against ISIS in Syria on August 24th, 2016 with the Operation Euphrates Shield worsened the
relation between the AKP and Syrian Kurds163 and with the US.
AKP in fact moved its forces to overthrow the Assad regime, but the Kurds refused to fight against
him164 since they were strongly pressured by ISIS forces. When Russia decided in 2015 to enter the
conflict, Turkey had realized that there were no more room for regime change and therefore
revolved its attention on Kurds, who meanwhile, were competing with the other groups involved in
Syrian civil conflict for territories conquered to ISIS. Erdoğan was worried that Syrian Kurds
request for an independent canton would have cause a resurrection of the Kurdish quest for
autonomy inside Turkey. AKP refused to help desperate Syrian Kurds isolated and surrounded by
ISIS in the city of Kobani so, as a consequence, Turkish Kurds organized the larger Kurdish protest
in the history of modern Turkey165. The intervention of Russia backing Assad forces, helped the
regular army to re-conquer territories and push back ISIS, giving the chance to the government to
contest the Kurdish possession of Aleppo. Syrian Kurds turned to the US which was already
considering them as allies and part of the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF). Given the numerous
successes on the battlefield, Kurds tried to concretize immediately the recent territorial acquisitions
and in March 2016 declared the birth of the Autonomous Federation of Rojava with a founding
constitution and a governing body166. The US implicitly allowed this state-building action. In
October, the situation turned upside-down with Turkey conducting major strikes on Kurdish
territories within Syrian borders to avoid power consolidation.
Syrian civil war has been a great opportunity for Syrian Kurds to start practicing self-government
and enhancing their right to self-determination. ISIS acted as a catalyst which allowed Kurds to put
aside their internal differences and propose a coordinated action167. However, since everything
came at a cost, the cost of their success has been paid by Turkish Kurds. Syria is also the main
stage for confrontation between Turkey and Russia: Russia is practically allied with all Turkish
neighbours, Cyprus included. In order to avoid an escalation, Turkey maintained a low-profile in
the post-Soviet space to not disturb Russian interest while intensifying its efforts in the Middle East
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to gain international space168. Hardening of relations between Turkey and Russia has been visible
also in political rhetoric from Turkish side in official meetings169.
3.3 Focus: Iraqi referendum and Turkish reactions
On September 25th, 2017 Iraqi Kurds held a referendum for independence with almost 93% of
consensus. Turkey strongly reacted, as well as the US and Iran fearing that this would have cause a
geopolitical revolution for all neighbouring countries. US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
condemned loud this unilateral operation of Kurds170. Turkey assumed that the referendum was a
clear menace to its own national security and therefore deployed massive amount of forces along
the border with Iraq to deter any contact between Iraqi Kurds and Turkish Kurds171. Moreover
Turkey assessed that this referendum was not legitimate nor legal since it happened without the
consensus of Iraqi government172. As deterrence, Turkey’s Parliament approved an enlargement of
the national army and especially of the deployable troops along Iraqi and Syrian borders173. Then,
jointly with Iraqi forces, those troops conducted military exercises in a such manner to send an
unequivocal message to Kurds. Turkey took same action to further demonstrate its hostility for this
unilateral Kurdish act: flights to and from Erbil have been suspended174 and also Turkey menaced to
close the frontier with Iraq. This would cause a great loss for Iraqi Kurdistan since 85% of its oil
production passes through Turkey175. Even if this referendum has not been recognized as valid by
the majority of the international community, of course it has shown a strong desire for change from
the Kurdish minority which will be no more ignorable. What will happen from now on depends on
how Turkey will decide to manage Kurdish issue both from a foreign policy perspective – in Iraq
and Syria – and from the internal policy approach.

Conclusion
In this work I have tried to highlight how an internal factor such as the presence of Kurdish
minority may affect international foreign policy behaviour of a country as Turkey.
My reasoning started highlighting the importance of minorities existence and the necessity to
protect their rights to maintain a peaceful environment. Minorities are very diffused and represent
one of the main issues for countries hosting them. If minorities’ rights are not adequately warded,
ethnic conflict may occur causing difficulties to States. One of the most dangerous characteristics of
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ethnic conflicts is that they easily internationalize becoming unmanageable and really difficult to
solve.
The Kurdish question is a perfect example of an internationalized ethnic conflict: starting from the
Ottoman period, Kurds have represented a major concern for Turkey, Iraq, Syria and Iran. Until
today, internal and foreign policy approaches of these countries have been negatively affected by
Kurdish presence. Even the relations with international actors have been characterized by great
uncertainty and cyclical crisis because of the complexity of the Kurdish issue and its involvement in
any major event happened in the region, included the current civil war in Syria. The main finding of
this research are represented by the verification of the thesis presented by Peter F. Trumbore in his
Victims or Aggressors? Ethno-Political Rebellion and Use of Force in Militarized Interstate
Disputes: Turkey, and the other States hosting a Kurdish minority, have effectively assumed an
aggressive international posture, especially against neighbours, because of the fears generated by
the internal ethno-political situation driven by Kurdish forces. Moreover, these counties’ behaviour
also verifies the hypothesis that States affected by internal ethnic disputes are more prone to use
force and violence, instead of diplomatic means, in their international relations. At the same time
those countries become the “victims” of the international system, which may exploit their internal
weakness to undermine their status in international arena as, for example, the European Union has
done with Turkey.
In conclusion, internal factors do play a crucial role in shaping the aggressiveness of a country’s
foreign policy176. Specifically talking about Turkey, to avoid further escalation of violence against
Kurds and the deterioration of its relations with Russia and the West, it is possible to highlight some
actions to take: first of all it is necessary that Turkey engages other international actors in a win-win
dialogue over the Kurdish issue. In this sense, since the Kurdish question become internationalized
and trans-state, the only way to manage it correctly is in concert with all involved actors, namely
Syria, Iraq and also Iran, even if there the Kurdish issue is still less urgent than in the other
countries. Secondly, it is necessary to reach a mutual understanding over the necessity to prioritize
fighting against ISIS-minded terrorist groups. A lack of security cooperation between Turkey,
regional actors, Russia, the US and Europe may represent a serious danger for everyone.
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